Deregulated E2F transcription factor activity occurs in the vast majority of human tumors and has been solidly implicated in disturbances of cell cycle control, proliferation, and apoptosis. Aberrant E2F regulatory activity is often caused by impairment of control through pRB function, but little is known about the interplay of other oncoproteins with E2F. Here we show that ETS transcription factor fusions resulting from disease driving rearrangements in Ewing sarcoma (ES) and prostate cancer (PC) are one such class of oncoproteins. We performed an integrative study of genome-wide DNA-binding and transcription data in EWSR1/FLI1 expressing ES and TMPRSS2/ERG containing PC cells. Supported by promoter activity and mutation analyses, we demonstrate that a large fraction of E2F3 target genes are synergistically coregulated by these aberrant ETS proteins. We propose that the oncogenic effect of ETS fusion oncoproteins is in part mediated by the disruptive effect of the E2F-ETS interaction on cell cycle control. Additionally, a detailed analysis of the regulatory targets of the characteristic EWSR1/FLI1 fusion in ES identifies two functionally distinct gene sets. While synergistic regulation in concert with E2F in the promoter of target genes has a generally activating effect, EWSR1/FLI1 binding independent of E2F3 is predominantly associated with repressed differentiation genes. Thus, EWSR1/FLI1 appears to promote oncogenesis by simultaneously promoting cell proliferation and perturbing differentiation.
E2F transcription factors are known to play a pivotal role in cancer by orchestrating tumor cell proliferation downstream from the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor. Different E2F family members promote or suppress oncogenesis in a tissue-and tumor-dependent manner (Chen et al. 2009 ). Little is known about the interplay of tumor-specific oncoproteins with E2F transcription factors and their impact on the biology of cancer. We have previously observed selective enrichment of E2F binding motifs in genes activated by the chimeric oncoprotein EWSR1/FLI1 in ES (Kauer et al. 2009 ). The present study was designed to investigate the EWSR1/FLI1 interaction with E2F using ChIP-seq and to define its functional implications.
Ewing sarcomas (ES) are bone and soft-tissue sarcomas characterized by EWSR1 gene (also known as EWS) rearrangements with an ETS family oncogene, predominantly FLI1 (Delattre et al. 1992) , as the major drivers of ES pathogenesis (for review see Kovar 2010) . The EWSR1/FLI1 fusion protein binds to a canonical ETS binding motif with the 59-GGAA/T-39 core (Mao et al. 1994 ), even at a distance of several megabases from the closest gene, and in (GGAA) n microsatellites (Gangwal and Lessnick 2008; Guillon et al. 2009 ).
While EWSR1/FLI1 was demonstrated to be co-expressed with other ETS proteins in ES (Kovar et al. 1996) , there is a high degree of sequence specificity among individual ETS family members. The molecular basis for EWSR1/FLI1 target specificity is unknown but is suspected to result from cooperative DNA binding (Li et al. 2000) . ETS family proteins bind to DNA as monomers or as homoor heterodimers with other transcription factors. Proteins previously demonstrated to participate in cooperative DNA binding complexes with FLI1 on specific genes include SRF, GATA1, SP1, and PAX5 (Watson et al. 1997; Shirasaki et al. 1999; Holmes and Antti 2002; Maier et al. 2003) .
In our earlier study (Kauer et al. 2009 ), shRNA-induced knockdown of EWSR1/FLI1 was used to define an EWSR1/FLI1 transcriptional signature in ES compared with mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), the most closely related normal tissue cell type (Tirode et al. 2007) . Consistent with other reports (Prieur et al. 2004; Hancock and Lessnick 2008) , we found that EWSR1/FLI1 activates and represses similar numbers of genes in ES. A striking finding of our study was a significant enrichment of E2F binding motifs upstream of EWSR1/FLI1-activated genes, suggesting that members of the E2F family of transcription factors may generally contribute to aberrant gene activation by EWSR1/FLI1 (Kauer et al. 2009 ).
Here, we focused on E2F3 among activating E2F family members for proof of principle. While several E2F family members are present in ES cell lines, E2F3 is differentially expressed in primary ES versus mesenchymal stem cells, the most closely ES-related normal tissue (Kauer et al. 2009 ), where it represents the most consistently EWSR1/FLI1-induced E2F (Supplemental Table S1 ; Riggi et al. 2010) . We report that proximal promoters of EWSR1/ FLI1-activated genes, mainly involved in proliferation control, DNA repair, and RNA metabolism, synergistically recruit EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3. In contrast, E2F3 binding was very low in distant EWSR1/ FLI1 binding regions, which mapped predominantly to EWSR1/ FLI1-repressed genes, mainly involved in cell differentiation. A broad relevance of the ETS/E2F3 interaction is demonstrated by observing a significant colocalization of E2F3 with the TMPRSS2/ ERG fusion in prostate cancer. Our study establishes the critical role of E2F3 in the regulation of genes activated by EWSR1/FLI1 and TMPRSS2/ERG.
Results

Colocalization implicates E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1 as transcriptional coregulators
Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by DNA sequence analysis (ChIP-seq) was performed with antibodies specific for EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 in A673 ES cell lines. It should be noted that the EWSR1/FLI1 antibody also recognizes wild-type FLI1, which is, however, not expressed in ES cell lines (Kovar et al. 1996) . Short read sequencing generated 27 million EWSR1/FLI1 high-quality sequence tags, which uniquely aligned to the human genome, and 12.5 million E2F3 tags (for detailed read statistics, see Supplemental Table S2 ). In addition, non-selected input DNA (13.5 million aligned tags) was sequenced in order to compensate (Landt et al. 2012 ) for potential local bias in tag density (Supplemental Fig.  S1A ). Individual ChIP-seq results are described in detail in the Supplemental Material.
An analysis of tag densities identified 16,386 EWSR1/FLI1 and 4303 E2F3 discrete binding regions with significantly (up to 100-fold) increased read densities ( Fig. 1A,B ; Supplemental Fig. S1B ; Supplemental Table S3 ). Both EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 binding regions demonstrated a very high level of conservation in a 44-way vertebrate comparison (Fig. 1C ). Based on a ''closest gene'' heuristic associating each binding region to the closest gene regardless of distance, 3825 and 8398 unique gene identifiers were associated with E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1 binding, respectively. Adjacent to specific genes, EWSR1/FLI1 showed a tendency for clustering (Supplemental Fig. S1C ). As an example, 15 binding sites of EWSR1/FLI1 are found in a 910-kb region surrounding the gene DLGAP1 (Supplemental Fig. S1D ). In a region of that size, only 0.5 binding events are expected assuming a flat distribution.
Strikingly, >50% (2188) of the E2F3 binding regions overlapped with those of EWSR1/FLI1, ;503 more frequent than expected by chance in a theoretical flat genomic background. This high proportion of transcription factor colocalization is maintained when focusing on the subset of E2F3 binding genes that change in expression more than twofold (logFC > 1) in response to shRNA-mediated E2F3 knockdown (20% of all E2F3 knockdownresponsive genes) (data not shown). Individually, E2F3 as well as EWSR1/FLI1 had a substantial bias toward binding within promoter regions (Fig. 1D,E ): E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1 binding regions were 50-fold (1419 of 4304) and 18-fold (2775 of 16,383 regions) more likely to be located within 1 kb upstream of transcription start sites compared with randomly selected 1-kb regions. However, independent selectivity of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 for promoter binding is not sufficient to explain the observed high frequency of colocalization, which remained sixfold increased (P < 0.0001) over randomized ''average'' promoter regions.
The preferential binding of E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1 close to transcription start sites suggests that both factors act as proximal gene regulators. Yet, 82% (13,499) of the EWSR1/FLI1 binding events occurred in distal regions, defined here as being outside of a À4 kb to +300 bp domain around transcription start sites. The high level of evolutionary conservation in these distant binding regions (Fig. 1C) suggests that they, too, are subject to selective pressure and therefore most likely function as distal regulatory elements (DREs). In contrast to proximal EWSR1/FLI1 bound regions (colocalization of 942 out of 2877 proximal regions, 33%), colocalization with E2F3 in distal EWSR1/FLI1-targeted sites was substantially reduced to only 9% (1250) of the 13,499 distal EWSR1/ FLI1 binding regions, indicating that the presumed EWSR1/FLI1 DRE activity is mostly independent of E2F3.
Patterns of gene regulation associated with distinct patterns of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 genomic binding
To determine the functional consequences of isolated EWSR1/FLI1 enhancer binding and combined EWSR1/FLI1-E2F3 promoter binding patterns, we measured temporal changes in gene expression after inducible EWSR1/FLI1 knockdown in A673 cells. The resulting gene expression changes were correlated with EWSR1/ FLI1 and/or E2F3 bound sites. It is reasonable to assume that the initial response pattern of the vast majority of direct gene targets to changes in EWSR1/FLI1 protein levels is rapid and follows dominant patterns. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to identify such patterns in expression changes. Three dominant kinetic patterns (PCA-1, PCA-2, PCA-3) ( Fig. 2A) were identified where expression changes of a gene may be either correlated or anti-correlated with each of the patterns (Fig. 2B) ) at 36 h after EWSR1/ FLI1 knockdown, while the third, non-zero pattern (PCA3 +,À ) essentially oscillated around the zero line. EWSR1/FLI1 binding correlated best with PCA1 (3198 genes) and PCA2 (548 genes), while only 37 genes associated with PCA3 (|r| > 0.8) (for a list of associated genes and Gene Ontology terms, respectively, see Supplemental Tables S4 and S5 ). Strikingly, significant co-enrichment for E2F3 binding was observed in the vicinity of genes following PCA1/PCA2 kinetic patterns (Fig. 2C) . Although EWSR1/FLI1 bound regions were enriched in the three dominant principal components, the strongest signal for E2F3 occurred in PCA1 + , representing early EWSR1/FLI1-activated genes. No enrichment of E2F3, and even a slight underrepresentation of colocalized EWSR1/FLI1-E2F3 binding, was seen in the group of genes responding with early repression (PCA1 À ), supporting the interpretation that EWSR1/FLI1-E2F3 colocalization defines a subset of genes positively regulated by these proteins.
In our earlier gene expression study (Kauer et al. 2009 ), the EWSR1/FLI1 knockdown response at 96 h after shRNA transfection in a panel of five ES cell lines was compared with the differences in gene expression between ES tumors and MSC, the cell type thought to be the most likely progenitor of ES (Tirado et al. 2006; Kauer et al. 2009; Riggi et al. 2010) . Comparison of the EWSR1/ FLI1 signature gene sets identified in that study with the transcription factor/DNA interaction map developed here identified a strong correlation (P < 10
À4
) between binding and gene expression. Approximately 60% (843) and 30% (459) of 1417 knockdown responsive genes were associated with EWSR1/FLI1 and/or E2F3 binding, respectively. Similarly, 58% (1145) and 28% (561) of 1986 genes differentially expressed between ES and MSC were associated with EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 binding, respectively. When focusing on up-and down-regulated genes separately, a more nuanced picture emerged. As predicted by our previous study (Kauer et al. 2009 ), the 819 genes up-regulated by EWSR1/ FLI1 were significantly associated with both E2F3 binding (P < 10
; n = 328) and EWSR1/FLI1 binding (P < 10
; n = 469). E2F3 binding remained predictive for up-regulation even in the absence of EWSR1/FLI1 colocalization (P < 10
; n = 150), while isolated, non-colocalized EWSR1/FLI1 binding was not predictive (P > 0.6; n = 287) in this group. However, that pattern was reversed for the 509 genes down-regulated by EWSR1/FLI1: E2F3 binding was not (P > 0.3; n = 131) associated, but EWSR1/FLI1 binding was highly significant (P < 10
; n = 374). Importantly, in that down-regulated group, most of the association was mediated by distal binding. When exclusive distal binding was considered (i.e., genes without proximal E2F3 and/or EWSR1/FLI1 binding within À4 kb to +300 bp of the transcription start site), EWSR1/FLI1 binding remained highly significantly associated with gene repression (P < 10 À4 ; n = 257).
Spatial occupation frequencies of transcription factor recognition motifs suggest synergistic binding of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3
In accord with the observed colocalization in the ChIP-seq data, an in silico analysis of transcription factor site recognition matrices (Quandt et al. 1995 ) revealed a very strong cross-enrichment of E2F and ETS motifs ( Fig. 3 ; Supplemental Fig. S2a ; Supplemental Table  S6 ). As expected, recognition matrices for ETS (V$CETSP54_03 and V$ELK1_02: 2851 and 2234 occurrences) and E2F (V$E2F_Q2: 3352 occurrences) motifs predominated in EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F binding regions. In addition, E2F motifs (V$E2F_Q3) were 36-fold overrepresented within EWSR1/FLI1 binding regions (Fig. 3A) , and ETS motifs (e.g., V$ELK1_02) were 60-fold overrepresented within E2F3 binding regions (Fig. 3B) . This cross-enrichment of recognition motifs could either be indicative for synergistic binding or it might reflect independent regulation of a common set of target genes. In the latter case, the effective binding affinity of either factor (E2F3 or FLI1) in promoters should be independent from the presence of the other factor's recognition motif. To determine which of the two models applies, we counted the number of detectable binding events to promoters with either none, both, or individual recognition motifs. Remarkably, the simultaneous presence of both motifs almost doubled the probability of observing E2F3 binding compared with promoters containing an E2F recognition motif alone (Fig. 3C ), clearly favoring synergistic binding. It is reasonable to hypothesize that this synergy is most effective in certain spatial configurations that may enhance accessibility to the DNA and/or facilitate protein interactions. Extending the analysis of Figure 3C to include dependence on oriented distances between transcription factor recognition motifs revealed that close proximity of E2F and ETS motifs generally increases the probability of observing E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1 binding. However, at distinct distances, additional local maxima were observed, where binding probabilities were remarkably increased (Fig. 3D) . Because the presence of these maxima suggests evolutionary selection, we investigated further for evidence of specific recognition site configurations overrepresented within sequences actually bound by EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3. We found that in addition to a colocalization signature of ETS and E2F motifs indicated by an overall ''volcano''-like graph, substructures with local maxima emerge in Figure 3E (see also Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Fig. S2B ). The distances between these maxima are strikingly similar to length scales associated with the nucleosomal architecture of the chromatin: The characteristic length of linker DNA (;80 bp) coincides with the location and/or distance between local maxima. Also, the increased likelihood of an E2F motif at 225 bp downstream from the ETS anchor resembles almost precisely 80 + 146, a linker length plus the length of DNA wound around a nucleosome.
Functional evidence for EWSR1/FLI1 cooperativity with E2F3 on activated gene promoters
The analysis so far indicated preferential colocalization of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 on proximal promoters of activated genes, but the regulatory activity of both factors in vitro remained to be shown. Therefore, promoter fragments of 10 randomly selected genes with proximal EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 binding regions were tested for EWSR1/FLI1-and E2F3-dependent activity by firefly luciferase reporter assays in A673 cells. All 10 constructs demonstrated a significant twofold to threefold reduction of the reporter activity 48 h after conditional EWSR1/FLI1 knockdown, while the promoter of an expressed gene without any EWSR1/FLI1 or E2F3 ChIP-seq signal (PRKCI ) and the empty vector control did not respond to EWSR1/FLI1 modulation (Fig.  4A ). In contrast, the amplitude of the E2F3 knockdown effect on reporter activity was less pronounced and more variable. A statistically significant decrease in activity was observed in only six of the 10 selected genes (Fig. 4A ). These results suggest that binding of EWSR1/FLI1 but not E2F3 is rate limiting for promoter activity.
The contribution of E2F and ETS motifs to the EWSR1/FLI1-dependent promoter activity of three genes-GEMIN4, E2F3, and ATAD2-was subsequently tested by a site-directed mutagenesis strategy. First, the regions of direct EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 binding were validated for these three representative target genes by ChIP-PCR assays in two additional EWSR1/FLI1-expressing embryonic stem (ES) cell lines (Supplemental Fig. S3 , TC71 and TC252), and in A673 cells before and after conditional knockdown of EWSR1/FLI1 (Supplemental Fig. S4A-F ). After ChIP with either FLI1-specific (Supplemental Fig. S4A-C) or E2F3-specific (Supplemental Fig. S4D-F) antibodies, promoter regions covering predicted ETS and E2F binding motifs, and, for control, of flanking upstream regions were PCR-amplified. In each case, signals were obtained exclusively in the regions of predicted EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 binding and were stronger in the presence (+) than after silencing (À) of EWSR1/FLI1. As exemplified for ATAD2 (Fig. 4B ) and E2F3 and GEMIN4 (Supplemental Fig. S4G,H) , the EWSR1/ FLI1 response of the selected promoter fragments in luciferase reporter assays was significantly reduced if either one of the core sequences for EWSR1/FLI1 or E2F3 binding was disrupted. For ATAD2, individual mutation of either the single ETS core motif at position +33 or a highly conserved E2F site at À267 (distance corresponding to approximately one nucleosome and two linkers) reduced the response by ;50%, while perturbation of a second E2F core motif at +14 lowered the intensity only by ;25%. In all single mutation instances, the promoter fragments retained their responsiveness to EWSR1/ FLI1 knockdown. In contrast, the triple mutation disrupting ETS and E2F sites together lowered promoter activity in the presence of EWSR1/FLI1 to a level similar to that observed after EWSR1/ FLI1 knockdown in the wild-type construct, thus rendering the ATAD2 promoter completely unresponsive to EWSR1/FLI1 modulation. This result suggests that both ETS and E2F motifs contribute to ATAD2 promoter regulation by EWSR1/FLI1. Of note, as shown in Figure 4A and verified in gene expression analyses (not shown), E2F3 is among the genes directly activated by EWSR1/FLI1. Thus, EWSR1/FLI1-dependent regulation of the ATAD2 gene promoter in the absence of a functional ETS binding site can be explained by E2F3 binding, and vice versa, in the absence of a functional E2F binding motif by binding of EWSR1/FLI1. EWSR1/FLI1 depletion reduces E2F3 expression and, therefore, leads to a stronger reduction in promoter activity than discrete mutations of ETS and E2F sites. These data support a functional interaction of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F factors on promoters bound by EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 including that of E2F3 itself.
Distinct biological processes associate with promoter-type EWSR1/FLI1-E2F modules and E2F3-independent EWSR1/FLI1 binding patterns Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of the genes associated with EWSR1/FLI1 binding revealed that overrepresented processes were in general related to translation (GO:0006412, 1.6-fold), ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis (GO:0022613, 1.6-fold), cell cycle (GO:0007049, 1.2-fold), response to DNA damage stimulus (GO:0006974, 1.3-fold), and RNA processing (1.4-fold). Consistent with the well-established role of E2F factors in proliferation control, the most enriched GO terms for targets of E2F3 binding were DNA replication (GO:0006260, 2.4-fold enriched), response to DNA damage stimulus (GO:0006974, twofold), cell cycle (GO:0007049, 1.7-fold), RNA processing (GO:0006397, 1.7-fold), and RNA splicing (GO:0008380, 1.9-fold). Among these E2F3 targets, simultaneous EWSR1/FLI1 binding selected for ribonucleoprotein complex (GO:0030529, 1.5-fold), RNA processing (GO:0006396, 1.4-fold), and RNA splicing (GO:0008380, 1.4-fold), suggesting that EWSR1/FLI1 cooperates with E2F3 at promoters of genes regulating post-transcriptional gene expression in addition to those with proliferation-associated functions. In striking contrast, genes that we found targeted by EWSR1/FLI1 most 
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www.genome.org frequently at nonpromoter sites without simultaneous E2F3 binding and predominantly repressed by EWSR1/FLI1 were annotated by distinct GO terms signal transduction, differentiation, and terms closely related to the still disputed histogenesis of ES. These include ''positive regulation of bone remodeling'' (GO:0046852, 1.3-fold), ''mesenchymal cell differentiation'' (GO:0048762, 1.4-fold), and ''nervous system development'' (GO:0007399, 1.4-fold) (Table 1; Supplemental Table S7 ). As another example, the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathway ''Axon Guidance'' is highly significantly overrepresented among putative targets of distal EWSR1/FLI1 regulation (Supplemental Fig. S5 ). Table S3 ). (C ) Binding frequency is correlated with the presence of ETS and E2F binding motifs in the promoter DNA sequence: Shown is the frequency of binding events of E2F3, EWSR1/FLI1, or both factors simultaneously (i.e., the average number of binding events per promoter). In this analysis promoters were subdivided into four groups, containing either E2F or ETS, neither, or both motifs. The group containing none of the two motifs was used for normalization, setting the frequency to one. Expanding the analysis to include the relative organization of ETS and E2F motifs in regions containing both motifs, it becomes apparent (D) that the effective binding affinity depends on that organization. The number of experimentally observed binding events (y-axis) overlapping any given ETS motif in the genome depends on the oriented distance (x-axis) from that ETS motif to the next E2F motif. (E) Specific spatial arrangements of ETS and E2F recognition sites are overrepresented in E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI binding regions. The plot displays the frequency of spatial configurations of ETS and E2F motifs within ChIP-seq binding regions of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3. Besides a global maximum at close distances, as expected in promoter regions with an overall increase of recognition sequences, discrete regions of increased frequency of pairs of E2F and ETS factors are visible. As a reference, scales for lengths 80 bp (length of one internucleosomal linker) and 146 bp (length of nucleosomal DNA) are also displayed in the graph. The frequency measurements depicted in D and E can best be interpreted as conditional probabilities, where D shows the probability to observe binding given that there is a specific geometric organization of the binding sites, while E shows the probability of finding a specific geometry, given that there is a binding event.
Even though these two observations are related by Bayes' theorem, they are mutually independent, as discussed in detail in the Supplemental Material.
Together, these results demonstrate that EWSR1/FLI1 regulates distinct sets of target genes by two mechanisms: (1) inhibition of differentiation-associated genes by E2F3-independent EWSR1/ FLI1 binding occurring mainly outside of promoters, and (2) stimulation of genes associated with proliferation and RNA processing by the cooperative action of EWSR1/FLI1 and at least E2F3 at their proximal promoters. The resulting simultaneous suppression of differentiation and proliferative drive is a key property of malig- Figure 4 . Promoter binding and activity of genomic EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 binding regions. (A) Firefly luciferase reporter assays for 10 arbitrarily chosen genes identified by ChIP-seq as EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 target genes. Promoter fragments (CDK2: À122/+458; E2F3: À272/+327; RAD51: À186/+164; VRK1: À269/+100; RFC2: À400/+25; ATAD2: À368/+202; RRM2: À463/+191; GEMIN4: À275/+87; MFLI1P: À251/+70; SKP2: À240/348) were cloned into the pGL4.10 vector (Promega) and tested for responsiveness to conditional EWSR1/FLI1 knockdown in A673 ES cells 48 h after doxycycline-induced EWSR1/FLI1 shRNA induction (dark green) or shRNA-induced knockdown of E2F3 (red). As negative controls, promoter activities of an expressed gene that does not show a change in mRNA expression after the EWSR1/FLI1 knockdown (PRKCI: À139/265), and of the empty vector (pGL4.10) are shown. The y-axis represents the promoter activity relative to control conditions. Means and standard deviations of at least three independent experiments, each performed in triplicate, are shown. (B) Fold changes in reporter activity of wild-type and mutant ATAD2 reporter constructs in the presence (light green) and doxycycline-induced absence (dark green) of EWSR1/FLI1 48 h after EWSR1/FLI1 shRNA induction. See Supplemental Figure S3 for ChIP and luciferase assays.
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Comparative analysis reveals a shared ETS-E2F transcriptional module in Ewing sarcoma and prostate cancer
Fusion genes involving ETS transcription factors also play a role in other types of cancer. Recently, ERG, ETV1, and ETV4, which are also known as alternative ETS fusion partners for EWSR1 in ES, have been found to be overexpressed due to rearrangement with TMPRSS2 in a majority of prostate cancers (Clark and Cooper 2009) . To determine whether the ETS-E2F module might also be active in prostate cancer, we performed additional ChIP-seq E2F3 localization experiments in prostate cancer cells (VCaP) and integrated recently reported localization data for ERG in non-FLI1-expressing (Rahim et al. 2011 ) VCaP-and ERG-overexpressing prostate epithelial cells (RWPE) into the analysis. Interestingly, binding patterns remained rather similar across cell types. More than 50% of the 1696 E2F3 binding sites in VCaP were also occupied in A673 cells. Of the EWSR1/FLI1 binding regions, almost 40% were bound by ERG in VCaP and 20% in RWPE cells. This finding is rather remarkable because it not only involves different members of the ETS family, but also different tumor types, suggesting that aspects of the activity of the respective fusion oncogenes may be mediated by a common mechanism.
Analysis of the sequences in ERG binding regions (Supplemental Material; Supplemental Fig. S6A,B ; Supplemental Table S6 ) found a composition of binding motifs very similar to that found for EWSR1/FLI1, including a very strong enrichment of E2F motifs, with a geometrical organization (Supplemental Fig. S6C ) almost identical to that found for EWSR1/ FLI1 binding regions in ES. Colocalization of E2F3/ERG was more than 39-fold enriched ( Fig. 5A ): Of the 1696 E2F3 binding regions, >85% (858) overlapped with TMPRSS2/ERG binding sites. Interestingly, ETS binding regions shared across cancer types, those bound by TMPRSS2/ERG in VCaP and by EWSR1/FLI1 in A673 cells (see Supplemental Table S8 ), had an even stronger colocalization signature with enrichment increased by a factor of 5 to 209-fold. These results strongly suggest that E2F3 colocalization is a defining characteristic of ETS targets in both cancers. Of note, these shared targets retain the strong signature of cell cycle-related functions identified in A673 cells (for GO enrichment analysis, see Supplemental Table S7 ).
To test if ETS binding directly affects E2F3 recruitment to their shared target gene promoters or vice versa, we assessed E2F3 occupancy of wild-type and ETS binding site-mutated promoters ( Fig. 5B ; Supplemental Fig. S7A ), and EWSR1/FLI1 occupancy of wild-type and E2F site-mutated promoters (Supplemental Fig. S7B ) on transfected constructs of EWSR1/FLI1 target genes by chromatin immunoprecipitation. Prohibition of ETS factor binding to the E2F3 promoter by mutation of the conserved ETS binding sites at À7 and +207 led to a significant decrease of E2F3 binding in both A673 and VCaP cells, but not in HeLa cells used as an EWSR1/FLI1 and TMPRSS2/ERG negative control. A similar result was obtained for the binding of E2F3 to the GEMIN4 promoter when the two ETS binding motifs at À176 and À92 were disrupted (Fig. 5B ). This suggests that EWSR1/FLI1 or TMPRSS2/ERG binding is necessary for the recruitment of E2F3 at these sites in both cell types. In contrast, mutation of the E2F binding site in ATAD2 and GEMIN4 promoters did not significantly affect EWSR1/FLI1 binding (Supplemental Fig. S7B) .
To test the impact of the ETS/E2F3 complex on regulatory activity across cancer types, we integrated gene expression data from a TMPRSS2/ERG knockdown experiment in VCaP (Gupta 
Mesenchymal cell differentiation
The analysis was performed for the factors independently, both partners present simultaneously, and EWSR1/FLI1 binding without simultaneous E2F3 binding. The complete list of enriched Gene Ontology terms is presented in Supplemental Table S6 . Yu et al. 2010 ) into our analysis. The significant association between E2F3-ETS colocalization and an increase in gene expression levels persisted in VCaP cells (Fig. 5C) . As was the case for ES, the association was most pronounced when E2F3 and the ETS binding regions overlapped. Intersecting the top 1000 probe sets positively regulated by TMPRSS2/ERG in VCaP with our set of genes positively regulated by EWSR1/FLI1 in ES, identified a highly significant overlap (P < 10
À9
) of 223 genes (Supplemental Material; Supplemental Table S9 ). Genes in this common set were most tightly associated with E2F3 and ETS binding events overlapping and present in both cancer types (left half of Fig. 5C ). By integrating all available data, we identified a small set of 25 putative direct regulatory targets of EWSR1/FLI1 and ERG (Supplemental Table S9 ) defined as genes that were positively regulated by the respective ETS factor and had adjacent overlapping binding of E2F3 and ETS fusions in both cancers (one example, RFC4, is shown in Fig. 5D ). Remarkably, almost half of the 25 genes identified in this way have been implicated in pathways relevant to cancer including DNA replication and repair (GMNN, RFC4, MCM5, XRCC1, UBE2C ), cell proliferation (GGCT, TK1, PA2G4), and chromatin biology (SNRPG, H2AFX, HIST1H4C).
Discussion
This study is the first to unravel structurally and functionally distinct classes of genomic binding modules for a prototypic aberrant ETS transcription factor in human malignancies by a combination of ChIP-seq, dynamic transcriptome analysis, and in silico motif and function predictions. This approach identified two modes of activity for the chimeric EWSR1/FLI1 oncoprotein in ES (Fig. 6A) : activation from proximal promoters in concert with E2F and repression from the fusion protein binding at sites without E2F in- Figure S5 for transcription factor motif analysis.
teraction. Strikingly, the promoter-type activity of EWSR1/FLI1 was found to affect >50% of the target genes of E2F3. Colocalization of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 on these promoters could not be explained by individual recruitment of the two transcription factors to promoters enriched in ETS and E2F recognition motifs, but rather co-occupation resulted from a functional interaction, which was confirmed in reporter gene assays and by ChIP using ETS and E2F site-mutated promoters, and which affected a specific subset of genes involved in proliferation and RNA metabolism. It is therefore intriguing to speculate that EWSR1/FLI1 actively recruits E2F3 to these genes. Of interest, E2F3 itself as well as other members of the E2F family were not only observed to be EWSR1/FLI1 binding targets, but also were among the immediate early EWSR1/ FLI1-induced genes (data not shown).
Thus, we propose a novel transcriptional network module in which the oncogenic EWSR1/FLI1 fusion protein supports a feedforward loop leading to the activation of E2F target genes. Our in silico analysis of the genomic architecture of combined transcription factor binding (Fig. 3) together with the in vivo evidence for loss of EWSR1/FLI1-mediated regulation upon mutation of ETS and E2F recognition motifs ( Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S4) , and for loss of E2F3 binding upon mutation of ETS binding sites (Fig. 5B ) strongly suggest that E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1 cooperatively bind to promoter DNA. First, the probability of observing binding of either factor is maximized when recognition sequences for both factors are present simultaneously, with locally increased binding when motifs occurred at specific distances and relative orientation. Second, configurations of increased binding were also overrepresented in the sequence of regulatory targets of both, E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1. These two lines of evidence complement each other, with the first resulting from transcription factor binding affinity, while the second observation of nonrandom spatial distribution of recognition motifs is indicative of selection during sequence evolution (see also the Supplemental Material). The distances between maxima at +226 and +306 bp for E2F motifs downstream from the ETS motif in Figure 3E coincide with the length of DNA associated with a single nucleosome plus one (or two) linker DNA sequence, suggesting that certain geometric constraints contribute to the selection of preferred configurations, similar to the example depicted in Figure 6B . Note that this does not imply a direct physical interaction or even that both factors are bound simultaneously. Instead, a form of nucleosome-mediated cooperativity (Mirny 2010) may drive synsegistic binding. This hypothesis is consistent with our inability to immunoprecipitate protein complexes containing E2F3 and EWSR1/FLI1 together (data not shown). Interestingly, Figure 3E indicates that regions bound by EWSR1/FLI1 prefer the configuration with the E2F motif closer to the ETS binding site, while regions bound by E2F use both configurations with similar frequency. Although our study focused on the functional interaction of chimeric ETS factors with E2F3 for proof of principle, the underlying evolutionarily selected genomic architecture of the transcriptional ETS-E2F module suggests that other ETS-E2F factor combinations may use it as well. E2F3 is not the only E2F expressed in ES and PC, and it is very likely that in these diseases EWSR1/FLI1 and TMPRSS2/ ERG may also cooperate with other E2F family members. The fact that knockdown of E2F3 does not affect promoter activity to the same extent as EWSR1/FLI1 silencing (Fig. 4A ) may be explained by functional redundancy among co-expressed E2F family members (Tsai et al. 2008) .
In addition to ETS-E2F colocalization, a substantial number of other transcription factor recognition motifs were found coenriched in proximal regions of EWSR1/FLI1 binding. Hierarchical motif clustering (Mahony et al. 2007 ) identified CREB, AP/SP, and E-box motifs. Transcription factors binding to some of those motifs have been previously implicated in E2F-mediated gene regulation, such as YY1 (52-fold enriched), which contributes to the specificity of E2F functions (Schlisio et al. 2002; Freedman et al. 2009 ), and recognition motifs (V$SP1_Q4_01, 97-fold; V$ZF5_01, 97-fold; and V$AP2_Q6, 15-fold), which have been implicated in the differential regulation of E2F target genes (De Bleser et al. 2007 ). This pattern indicates evolutionary selection for co-enriched ETS binding motifs with E2F and sites of cooperating and regulatory transcription factors in EWSR1/FLI1 bound regions. The ETS transcription factors that regulate this subset of E2F target genes during normal cellular development remain to be defined. One such candidate regulating E2F-dependent cell cycle genes has been previously identified as GABPA (Izumi et al. 2000; Joung et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2007 ). Our findings may therefore identify a subset of EWSR1/FLI1 bound genes as bona fide E2F target genes, which are dysregulated by EWSR1/FLI1 in ES.
Numerically, the proximal EWSR1/FLI1 binding patterns were by far outnumbered by distant EWSR1/FLI1 binding regions in which no particular transcription factor motif associations were enriched except for the presence of ETS recognition motifs [for a detailed discussion of the role of (GGAA) n microsatellites (Mao et al. 1994; Gangwal and Lessnick 2008) in distal EWSR1/FLI1 binding regions, see the Supplemental Material]. In a study comparing binding of epitope-tagged EWSR1/FLI1 in an ES cell line (EWSR1502) to FLI1, Patel et al. (2012) recently suggested that EWSR1/FLI1 directs chromatin remodeling at a proportion of distant sites. Interestingly, in our study, the predominant transcriptional behavior of genes associated with EWSR1/FLI1 without si- multaneous E2F3 binding was found to be repression. These data suggest that isolated, distal EWSR1/FLI1 binding is often associated with a transcriptional silencer activity. The mechanism remains to be elucidated but may involve the NuRD complex, which was recently shown (Sankar et al. 2012 ) to mediate transcriptional repression by direct interaction with EWSR1/FLI1. In accord with our previous observation that EWSR1/FLI1-repressed genes are annotated preferentially as differentiation genes frequently devoid of ETS recognition motifs within their proximal promoter sequences (Kauer et al. 2009 ), we found that genes associated with mesenchymal differentiation, neuronal development, and bone remodeling are subject to regulation by isolated EWSR1/FLI1 silencer activity. This finding is well in line with the current view of an MSC origin of ES (Staege et al. 2004; Hu-Lieskovan et al. 2005; Tirode et al. 2007; Kauer et al. 2009 ) and explains the experimental observations that EWSR1/FLI1 abolishes the pluripotency of MSC (Riggi et al. 2005) , and ES cells regain the ability to differentiate along neuronal and osteoblastic lineages upon sustained EWSR1/ FLI1 suppression (Tirode et al. 2007 ).
EWSR1/FLI1 represented the first example of an oncogenic ETS transcription factor rearrangement in human solid tumors (Delattre et al. 1992) , and there is ample functional evidence for its decisive role in malignant transformation and tumorigenesis (Kovar 2010) . However, ;10% of ES are characterized by alternative EWSR1 fusion partners from the ETS family (ERG, ETV1, ETV4, FEV ), and the oncogenic role of EWSR1/ERG, the second most frequent ES gene fusion, has been demonstrated (Forster et al. 2005) . The indistinguishable phenotype and clinical behavior of ES with EWSR1/FLI1 and those with alternative EWSR1/ETS fusions (Ginsberg et al. 1999 ) suggest a very similar target gene spectrum for the EWSR1/ETS gene fusions. Interestingly, our integrated analysis identified a shared set of ETS fusion gene binding sites in ES and prostate cancer, which exhibit colocalization with E2F3 in both tumor types. The importance of this result was strengthened by our demonstration of a significant overlap in the gene expression responses of these two systems to depletion of their respective ETS fusion oncoproteins. These observations suggest that the functional EWSR1/FLI1-E2F3 module in ES is shared to a significant extent between these diseases and that it may be in part responsible for the oncogenic activity of their respective ETS factors. This assumption is strengthened by our observation that mutation of the ETS binding site in promoters regulated by either EWSR1/FLI1 in A673 or ERG in VCaP results in decreased E2F3 occupancy. Thus, our findings in a pediatric bone tumor may also be of immediate relevance to one of the most frequent human cancers and suggest that an ETS-E2F transcriptional module may be a general feature of ETS driven cancers.
Methods
Chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed using a ChIP-IT kit from Active Motif, following the manufacturer's instructions with minor modifications. Briefly, A673 cells were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. Then the cells were sheared with a VirSonic 100 sonicator for 20 cycles of 10 3 1-sec pulses. The chromatin was immunoprecipitated overnight at 4°C. The antibodies used were anti-FLI1 antibody (sc-356) and anti-E2F3 (sc-878) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). A mixture of Protein-G and Protein-A agarose beads was used. After reversal of cross-linking overnight at 65°C, the ChIP DNA was purified using spin columns provided by the kit. For ChIP-seq, the ChIP DNA was prepared, amplified, and analyzed on an Illumina Genome Analyzer I, following the manufacturer's protocols.
Gene expression analysis
Cells
A clone of the ES cell line A673 with a stably transfected construct harboring a doxycycline-inducible shRNA against the EWSR1/FLI1 fusion protein (Tirado et al. 2006 ) kindly provided by Oscar Tirado was used for gene expression experiments.
Microarray analysis
RNA was extracted at five time points-0 h, 18 h, 36 h, 53 h, 72 h-and subjected to microarray analysis where 0 h marks the time point when doxycycline was added, and 18 h the time point when modulation of EWSR1/FLI1 protein was first observed as determined by immunoblot analysis. RNA was hybridized to Affymetrix GeneChip Human Genome U133A 2.0 Arrays. cRNA target synthesis and GeneChip processing were performed according to standard protocols (Affymetrix). Processing of CEL files, normalizing, and filtering were done in the R statistical environment using Bioconductor packages (Wu et al. 2004) . Each time point was replicated at least twice.
Affymetrix CEL files were read into the R statistical environment and normalized using the ''gcrma'' algorithm (Wu et al. 2004 ). Probe sets with very low expression values across all samples (R package ''panp'') were filtered out. Subsequently, probe sets associated with the same gene identifier were averaged and merged to one symbol, yielding 12,928 unique genes. Principal component analysis was performed using the GNU scientific library Singular Value Decomposition routines. Pearson correlation coefficients with |r| > 0.8 of comparing individual genes with the first three principal components were used to identify significantly correlated genes.
Sequence data analysis
Sequence reads were mapped to the human reference genome (NCBI36/hg18) using Illumina's extended ELAND alignment program. Reads starting at identical positions as well as low-quality reads with more than two deviations from the reference or an alignment score <25 were removed from the resulting data sets. Local read densities were then estimated by counting coverage of read events for each nucleotide in the genome, where the oriented reads were extended to the insert length (100 bp), which was sizeselected during library preparation.
P-values were used to identify significantly increased read densities. They were estimated based on the cumulative Poisson distribution, where the local emission coefficient l(x) was estimated from input (non-IP) data using the average read densities of windows centered around x of sizes 1 bp, 100 bp, 1000 bp, respectively. Of those, the most conservative (largest) estimate max l i (x) was used in order to minimize the false discovery rate. Discrete enriched regions were identified using the following heuristic: a continuous stretch of DNA was called significantly enriched if the following conditions were met simultaneously: P < 10 À9 anywhere within that region, and P # 10 À6 everywhere else. Subsequently, distinct significant regions were merged into a single region if they were less than one-half fragment size (50 bp) apart. Finally, regions determined in this way smaller than the median fragment length (100 bp) were rejected.
The discrete regions of enrichment were analyzed for conservation by reporting the maximum phastCons score (verte-brate, 44-way conservation scores downloaded from UCSC; http://www.genome.ucsc.edu) within the discrete regions of enriched read density.
Identification of putative EWSR1/FLI1, E2F3 regulatory target genes
Putative regulatory targets of EWSR1/FLI1 and E2F3 binding were identified based on the closest gene heuristic; this is, for each binding site, the closest RefSeq transcript with a unique Entrez gene identifier. In cases where multiple RefSeq transcripts mapped to the same Entrez gene identifier, the longest transcript was selected. Gene Ontology analysis of the genes was made with custom in-house software. Pathway analysis was done using DAVID (Dennis et al. 2003) .
DNA motif analysis
Coordinates of sequences similar to known transcription factor binding site motifs were identified using a matrix-based approach (Quandt et al. 1995) , the frequency of known motifs (TRANSFAC 11.4 database) present in regions of enriched read density was counted and compared with their respective frequency in (1) the entire genome or (2) regions selected randomly from the genome. For (2), sequencing data for nonselected (input) DNA were used to generate the random location distribution. P-values for overrepresentation were derived using (for [1]) Fisher's exact test or (for [2] ) by counting the number of random iterations, where the frequency of a given motif in the random set was larger or equal to the frequency observed in the ChIP-seq data set.
Co-enrichment of other transcription factors around a given motif was estimated by enlarging a hit for that motif up-and downstream 6100 bases, counting the number of co-occurrences and comparing this number to their respective frequency in the entire genome, again using Fisher's exact test to calculate P-values. The algorithm used to identify the geometry of the ETS and E2F pair of recognition sites is described in the Supplemental Material.
quence Read Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) under accession number SRA096176.
